The outhors develop a contingency pclrodigm involving two situational factors (the nature of the buying task and the degree of perceived risk) to explain the predictive abilities of seven formal models of group choice and to ree how the mechanism of buying center choice is affected by situation01 foctors. In an empirical test of the mcdels and the paradigm involving 104 procurement decisions made by buying centers, they found that the paradigm dms significantly better than any single model in terms of predicting group choice. The contingency paradigm predicted accurately in 49% of the cases whereas the bast olternotive single model predicted correctly in only 20% of the cases. The results provide empirical suppart for several p r o p asitions in the organizational buying behavior literoture.
Developing and Testing a Contingency Paradigm of Group Choice in Organizational Buying
The purchase of products and services by an organization may involve several and possibly many individuals: one or more engineers may develop specifications, a purchasing agent may screen and evaluate suppliers, a , . financial analyst may evaluate the financial impact of the purchase, and so on. How do individuals in organizational buying centers combine their preferences about alternative supplien to reach a group choice? How do situational facton affect such decision making? Those questions motivate our research. Organizational buying theory (Robinson, Faris, and Wind 1967; Sheth 1973) offers clues about the effects of the buying task and perceived risk on group choice, but no empirical research has examined that topic.
To address our research questions, we use three general classes of group choice models proposed by Chof- The authors thank the anonymous JMR reviewers, Arch G. Wwdside, and Clifford C. Cloee for man" helpful comments about the fray and Lilien (1980) . To examine situational effects of the buying task and perceived risk on group choice processes, we propose and empirically test a contingency framework. The buying task and perceived risk are included in the paradigm primarily because of their interest and importance to researchers; those factors have received theoretical and empirical attention in past studies of organizational buying behavior (Anderson, Chu, and Weitz 1987; Doyle, Wwdside, and Michell 1979; Q u d s and Put0 1989) . Buss (1981, p. 174) maintains that "the problem of predicting group preferences is not trivial" and notes that the mapping of individual prefesence structures into group utility functions has occupied decision theorists for the past two centuries. A central purpose of Buss' study was to "determine the accuracy with which each hypothesized model predicts the goup preferences." In our study, we build on the work of Buss and others (e.g., Steckel 1990 ) by developing a method to operationalize and test seven models of group choice.
Many of the modeling studies of gmup choice have been done in the area of social psychology (e.g., Davis 1973) . In marketing, researchers of family decision CONTINGENCY PARADIGM OF GROUP CHOICE man's (1982) call for an integration of research findings from organizational buying, we draw on the work of Choffray and Lilien (1980) for the choice models and of Sheth (1973) for the situational factors included in the contingency paradigm.
We begin with a discussion of our contingency paradigm and the situational factors included. Next, we present the three classes of group choice models and illustrate each model with an example. Our hypotheses are stated, the methodology described, and our findings presented. We discuss our findings in terms of the predicrive performance of the models. Our conclusions include recognition of the research limitations, directions for future research, and implications for theory and practice.
SITUATIONAL FACTORS AND A CONTINGENCY
PARADIGM Organizational buying is diverse and complex (Choffray and Lilien 1980); hence, a contingency approach may be an appropriate way to study buying center choice. Two situational factors, buying task and perceived risk, are included in our contingency paradigm. Robinson, Faris, and W i d (1967) identified three "buyclassesW that are distinguished by the amount of familiarity buying center members have with a product. We include new task and modified rebuy as two levels of the buying task. New task purchases are those with which buying center members have little or no familiarity and the buying center has not faced the joint task previously. For the modified rebuy, the buying center has some familiarity with the decision but, because of new conditions (e.g., new suppliers, new technology, etc.), group activity is warranted. We do not include straight rebuy situations here because they are characterized by routinized response behavior (Robinson, Faris, and Wind 1967) and are not likely to involve group interaction (Panon, Puto, and King 1986) .
Buying Task

Perceived Risk
Sheth's model includes perceived risk as ". . . the magnitude of adverse consequences felt by the decision maker if he makes a wrong choice, and the uncertainty under which he must decide" (Sheth 1973, p. 54) . We use technical uncertainty and financial commitment as indicators of perceived risk for two reasons. Fist, they correspond to the two parts of Sheth's definition. Second, buying center members are generally able to make specific judgments about technical uncertainty and financial commitment; asking for specific judgments is a better measurement procedure than asking members to assess globally the amount of perceived risk in the buying decision (Silk and Kalwani 1982) .
Technical uncertainty. Moller and Laaksonen (1986) and Lehmann and O'Shaughnessy (1974) recognize technical uncertainty as the chance that the product will not perform as expected, a particular concern in new task situations where there is no past experience in buying and product knowledge is very low. We incorporate technical uncertainty about the product at two levels (low and high).
Financial commitment.
Financial commitment required in the buying decision corresponds to the fust half of Sheth's definition of perceived risk-that is, it reflects the magnitude of the adverse consequences of a wrong choice. Several researchers have identified fmancial commitment as a factor in buying decisions (Lehmann and O'Shaughnessy 1974; Moller and Laaksonen 1986; Webster and Wind 1972) . We specify two levels of financial commitment (low and high).
The Conringency Paradigm
Figure 1 summarizes our contingency paradigm. The models of group choice within the paradigm reflect our central thesis; that is, the buying task and perceived risk influence which group choice model is most likely to be used by a buying center in making organizational procurement decisions.
More instances of high versus low perceived risk are expected to occur in new task decisions than in modified rebuy decisions; that is, the buying task and perceived risk are nonorthogonal consmcts (Anderson, Chu, and Weitz 1987) . Modified rebuy situations high in both technical uncertainty and financial commitment are plausible hut not likely to occur regularly because modified rebuys imply, by definition, that the buying center is familiar with the decision. More familiarity in buying means less uncertainty and therefore lower levels of perceived risk. (To reflect perceived risk, we view 'uncertainty" Modal Q C " f as both technical uncertainty and financial commitment). In addition, new task situations low in both technical uncertainty and financial commitment may occur but probably not on a regular basis. New tasks imply more risk in the decision because the buying center is largely unfamiliar with the task and faces a greater level of uncertainty.
We now turn to a discussion of the models identified in the paradigm. A summary of the combinatorial process for each model is provided, along with a brief review of how the models have been used in other studies of group choice. Choffiay and Lilien (1980) proposed seven formal models to describe bow buying center members might make supplier choice decisions. Those models, as examined in our study, are most useful as paramorphic representations of group choice because they represent what might happen in group choice rather than what groups actually set out to do. We categorize them into three general classes based on the social decision scheme invoked. F i t , buying center members may use a no-quota scheme (weighted probability, equiprobability, voting, and preference pemrbation models), whereby group discussion precedes choice without specification of a minimum number of group members who must agree on a supplier alternative. Second, a more structured decision may entail the use of an agreement quota scheme, whereby group members act as though they use a prespecified agreement quota. Before any decision making occurs, group members either decide or are told what the agreement quota will be (e.g., simple majority, two-thirds majority, unanimity, etc). Third, a single member of the buying center may make the supplier choice autocratically in an individual decision scheme.
FORMAL MODELS OF GROUP CHOICE
Each model starts with individual preferences and provides a probabilistic prediction of buying center choice. A good way to understand the models is through a simple numerical example that we use throughout the article. We next provide the background for our example and describe each model. The mathematical details of the models are given in the Appendix.
Background for Example
Assume that a three-person buying center is responsible for selecting vendors for industrial valves. Buying center members eliminate any suppliers that do not meet a priori expectations (Sheth 1973) and then divide the agailable business so that each acceptable supplier gets a "share of business." The buying center members' allocations of share of business among competing vendors represent preference data. The models we describe interpret the preference data as the shares of business vendors are predicted to receive from the buying center. Assume we have the evaluations from individual members of the buying center in Table 1A .
In addition to the share-of-business data in Table IA , we need the relative importance of buying center mem- bers to estimate two of the models (weighted probability and autocracy). Members rate themselves and others on a 100-point constant sum scale to reflect the relative importance of each buying center member. The importance weights are decision-specific to avoid measurement problems (Silk and Kalwani 1982) . Assume the three buying center members provide importance weights as shown in Table 1B .
We modified the importance weights via a procedure suggested by Choffray and Lilien (1980, p. 195-197) to correct for self-report bias (Silk and Kalwani 1982) . The procedure discards each rater's self-report and uses only the ratio of the other ratings to estimate a set of importance weights. In our example, the production manager provides only the information that the relative importance of the engineer is two times (40/20) that of the buyer. The data from the production manager and the buyer are used to estimate the relative importance of the engineer, and so on. By a least squares procedure, we used the four equations (one from each rater plus the sum consfxaint) to estimate the three unknowns (the importance weights) in Table 1B .
No-Quota Models of Group Choice
Weighted probability model. In the weighted probability model, one assumes that the buying center is likely to adopt a given vendor-product alternative in proportion to each buying center member's preferences about the vendors and his or her relative importance in the decision. To estimate the choice probabilities for this model, consider the preference data and importance weights of the buying center in Table 2A . Vendor 1 is predicted to 1W 100 1W ^Cornpleie details available from the authors, receive 1.7% of the available business, vendor 2 is predicted to receive 0% of available business, vendor 3 is predicted to receive 31.2%, and so on.
The weighted probability model represents a linear combination of individual members' preferences and influence abilities. Similar model forms have been suggested by March (1966) and used by Shiflett (1979) to model small-group productivity. In marketing, the weighted probability model has received research attention in studies of family decision-making research. Corfman and Lehmann (1987) incorporated a version of the weighted probability model into their research and found that an unweighted linear model predicted family choice better than a weighted model. Kriewall (1980) and Krishnamurthi (1981) also used weighted linear n~odels in family decision studies. Steckel, Lehmann, and Corfman (1988) examined the weighted probability model in dyadic decision making using sparse data. Weights were modeled as a function of "opinion leadership" and "severity of disappointment." Likelihood ratio tests showed that the full model had a large chi square value but was statistically significant because of the correspondingly large degrees of freedom. All nested model tests were significant.
Equiprobability model. In the equiprobability model, all decision participants are assumed to have equal weight-for a three-person group, each participant would be assigned a weight of one-third. Results in Table 2B indicate that vendor 1 is predicted to receive 3.33% of the available business, vendor 3 is predicted to receive 36.3%. and so on. Results for all models shown in Table  2 can be interpreted similarly.
Voting model. In the voting model, the probability that the group will choose a vendor altemative is the likelihood that the vendor alternative will be the choice of the largest number of buying center members (that is, voting = plurality). For this model, we use an equiprobability mle as the secondary decision scheme to resolve ties among alternatives in the decision in order to be consistent with the original statement of the models. The predicted probability of group choice according to the voting model is shown in Table 2C ; where the calculations are complex, complete computational details are available from the authors for this model and for several of the ones that follow.
Preference perturbation model. The assumption in the preference perturbation model is that a buying center will choose the alternative that perturbs individual preferences least. Each buying center member is assumed to have a preference ordering across vendor alternatives; that is, one individual may prefer B to A to C whereas another may prefer C to B to A. Here, for A to be the selected supplier, it must move up one place (from second choice to first cboice) for the fust individual and two places (from third to fust) for the other individual. Likelihood-of-selection probabilities or "share-of-business" estimates are related inversely to the sum of the preference shifts (one for the fust participant plus two for the other participant or three for A to be selected in this case). The predicted distribution of group choice for the preference perturbation model is shown in Table 2D .
Two models were found that reflect a choice process similar to that of the preference permrbation model. Davis et al. (1970, p. 181) refer to an "equal distance compromise model" as one in which 'neither member necessarily 'wins' but rather that theoutcome of discussion yields a decision for an alternative between the two positions." The chosen altemative is likely to be each group member's second choice. Though the equal distance compromise model embodies the same spirit as the preference perturbation model, computationally the two are distinct. Corfman and Gupta (1990) note that the preference perturbation model is more similar to the 'city block distance model" of Kemeny and Snell(1962) than to social decision schemes. Both models produce consensus rankings and the preference pemtrbation model can be viewed as a truncated version of the city block distance model.
Agreement Quota Modek of Group Choice
Majority rule model. This model's assumption is that to be accepted by a fum, a vendor alternative must be the choice of a specified number (quota) of participants involved in the decision-for example, two persons in a three-person buying center. The tie-breaking mle for the majority mle model is of interest here because the majority rule and voting models offer similar predictions in the case of three-person groups. Again, to be consistent with Choffray and Lilien's (1980) original exposition, we use a secondary scheme that rejects ties in the majority rule model. That is, equally preferred alternatives (tied) are thrown out. Table 2E contains the predicted distribution of group choice for the majority rule model.
Unanimity model. The unanimity model is a special case of the majority mle model; all buying center members must agree on the selected vendor alternatives. Probability of choice for a supplier is then the likelihood that the group will be in agreement about those suppliers that will receive some share of the available business. For this model, the buying center does not necessarily agree on the specific shares that the suppliers will be awarded.
In our example, vendors 3 and 4 were the only suppliers that received share of business points from all three members of the buying center. Because more than one vendor received points from all three members, the choice probabilities are estimated by computing the relative preference for each vendor altemative within the set of vendors that have unanimously been awarded a nonzero share of business. The predicted probability distribution for the unanimity model is shown in Table 2F . Davis (1973) recognizes the unanimity model as a social decision scheme; however, the empirical work on this model tends to be done in more normatively focused studies. Such studies commonly examine the quality of CONTINGENCY PARADIGM OF GROUP CHOICE the group solution and group members' satisfaction with the decision (e.g., Mannix, Thompson, and Bazerman 1989 ).
An Individual Decision Model of Group Choice
Autocracy model. The motivation for the autocracy model is that in some cases a single member of the buying center may be designated as the decision maker. In terms of the importance weights we computed previously, the individual with the highest importance weight becomes the autocrat and the preferences of the autocrat become the preferences of the group. The estimation of this model is shown in Table 2G .
Social decision scheme research usually does not include an autocratic model because that model does not imply group interaction. Einhorn, Hogarth, and Klempner (1977) considered a model comparable to the autocracy model. "Assume . . . the group is able to identify its best member with certainty. . . . In such a situation, a sensible strategy would clearly be to give all the weight to the 'best' judgment and none to the remaining N -1 members" (p. 160-161).
Alter~tives
One might consider alternatives to the models described here or a mixture of those models. Laughli and Earley (1982) point out that social decision schemes should be viewed as complementary, rather than competing, approaches to understanding group choice. The models we consider seem to provide a reasonable range of alternative mechanisms for how a group might allocate requirements among vendors. Next, we present formal hypotheses and rationales for the placement of the models in the contingency paradigm as shown in Figure I . HYPOTHESES Our primary hypothesis explores the general appropriateness of the contingency paradigm. Our research question is: Does one type of aecision model adequately predict buying center choice across all contingencies? To test it, we propose an alternate approach that affords greater predictive ability than any single model-that is, the contingency paradigm. In testing the primaq hypothesis in that way, we provide a clitical test with strong inference (Plan 1964 ) because alternate models are tested against each other rather than against a nuU hypothesis.
H,: Contingency Paradigm HI: Our described contingency paradigm affords greater predictive ability than any single group choice model across situations.
Rationale. Organizational buying decisions are usually diverse and complex (Choffray and Liien 1980; Sbeth 1973; Webster and Wind 19721 , and are influenced by the buying task and perceived risk (Anderson, Chu, and Weitz 1987) . It is unlikely that one type of decision process (or mle to combine individual preferences into a group preference) will be the best predictor of choice in all situations.
HP,-HP,:
Placement of Models Within the Contingency Paradigm
To justify the anticipated best-fitting models within each cell of the contingency paradigm, we propose a set of wparadigm hypotheses" (HP,-HP6).
HP, cell 1: Autocracy model. When the buying task is a modified rebuy and perceived risk is low. the autocracy model is the best predictor of buying center choice.
Rationale. Patton, Puto, and King (1986) found that individuals, not groups, tend to make low risk, modified rebuy decisions. In buying a product requiring low financial commitment with low technical uncertainty, buying center. members may rely on the judgments of the member with the greatest expertise to make the decision. Patchen (1974) has shown that users (who are likely to have high levels of expertise about the product) tend to be highly influential in low risk situations.
HP, cell 2: Noquota models. When the buying task is a modified rebuy and perceived risk levels are moderate, no-quota models of group choice the best predictors of buying center choice.
Rationale. No-quota models are likely to be better predictors in this cell than the autocracy model because the level of risk is in the moderate range and buying center members have some familiarity with the decision. Moderate risk may require group participation rather than a one-person decision (Patton, Puto, and King 19861, hut is not likely to require the extensive deliberations that may be needed to reach an agreement quota (Choffray and Lilien 1980).
In social psychology, Davis (1982, p. 44) found that a plurality (voting) decision scheme was an acceptable predictor of choice in tasks of moderate uncertainty. In addition, Davis (1973, p. 108) repofled that in studies of group risk shift, the equiprobability model is a good predictor of choice. Davis, Hoppe, and Homseth (1968) found that a plurality model tended to be a good predictor of choice in group decision making under conditions of risk. Uncertainty, as used in those studies, corresponds most closely to the "technical uncertainty" component of risk as defined previously.
We include both combinations of the situational factors in cell 2 of the paradigm. High financial commitment combined with low technical uncertainty is not intended to be any more or less risky than low financial commitment combined with high technical uncertainty. HP, cell 3: Noquota models. When the buying task is a modified reblry and perceived risk levels are hiph, no-quota models of group choice are the best predictors of buying center choice.
Rationale. When a modified rebuy decision entails high financial commitment and high technical uncertainty, we consider perceived risk to be relatively high. We assume perceived risk in m d i e d rehuys to be "handled risk" whereas perceived risk in new task situations is 'inherent risk" (Bettman 1973). We assume, on the basis of Bettman's work, that handled risk is less risky (i.e., threatening) than inherent risk. Handled risk implies that buying center members may be choosing a vendor from an 'evoked set" and hence have some information to use in making a final choice. Conversely, risk in new task situations is likely to be inherent risk because no information is assumed to be known by the buying center. Because the buying task is a rebuy decision, use of an agreement quota may not be necessary; given the familiarity about the decision, buying center members may not feel compelled to 'spread the decision risk" (Corfman and Gupta 1990) according to a pie-set quota. Gmup participation, rather than an autocratic process, is likely to occur because the level of perceived risk is relatively high (Patton, Puto, and King 1986 Rationale. In studies of risk shift, the majority rule model has been found to be a good predictor of choice in low uncertainty tasks (Davis 1982) . Laughlin and Earley (1982) found that for judgmental tasks (no clear right or wrong answer for the decision), the majority rule model tended to predict group choice best when risk shifts were relatively small.
The distinguishing factor between this cell and cell 3 is the difference in the nature of risk. Because this situation is a new task, risk is now characterized as inherent. In comparison with modified rebuys, new tasks are more risky (threatening) for buying center members because there is no familiarity with the buying decision (Robinson, Faris, and Wind 1967) . Group decision making (rather than individual choice) is likely to be necessary. Buying centers may use an agreement quota to ensure that risk is spread among a majority of group members. Because the level of inherent risk is low, the consequences of an unsatisfactory decision may not necessarily be of significant monetary value, but could be problematic if buying center members must take time to "re-do" the decision. Note, however, that this combination of situational factors (new task, low risk) may not occur often in reality.
HP, cell 5: Agreement quota model-majority rule. When the buying task is a new rask and perceived risk is moderate, an agreement quota model (the majority rule model) is used by the buying center in making a group choice.
Rationale. Laughlin and Earley (1982) found that a majority mle was the best predictor of group choice in comparison with other models in decisions in the midrange of a high-low risk continuum. Castore, Peterson, and Gocdrich (1971) studied two modifications of the majority rule model in a study of the risk shift. Generally the majority model form outpredicted a least squares (LS) estimate of the most likely group decision. "Such an LS estimate is the same type as that provided by the mean of the individual choices, except that it is for one of the specific alternatives available to the group" (Castore, Peterson, and Goodrich 1971, p. 488 ).
In a new task situation, perceived risk is characterized as inherent at a moderate level; hence, an agreement quota decision rule is likely to encourage buying center members to discuss vendor alternatives in a cooperative, problem-solving manner in order to reach the agreement quota (Choffray and Lilien 1980; Sheth 1973) . A majority ~l e model allows members to share the responsibility of the decision outcome but does not necessarily require unanimity because perceived risk is in the moderate range.
We expect the majority rule model to be the best predictor of choice in two cases in which buying center members want to have some consensus in order to share the responsibility of the decision outcome. These situations represent both conibinations of technical uncertainty and financial commitment.
HP6 cell 6: Agreement quota model-unanimity rule. When the buying task is a new rask andperceived risk i s high, an agreement quota model (the unanimity model, specifically) is used by the buytng center in making a group choice. Rationale. Buying center members may want to be in complete agreement about decisions that involve the highest level of perceived risk in the new task situation (Wilson 1971) . Requiring unanimity among buying center members maximizes the amount of decision "responsibility spreading." Buying center members are likely to search for information and discuss vendor alternatives extensively to obtain an 'integrative solution"-the only solution that all members would prefer (Mannix, Thompson, and Bazeman 1989) . Kohli (1989, p. 60) found that though some might expect an expert to dominate the decision in high risk situations, the buying center 'members do not care for expertise any more or less in high risk situations." Hence, in high risk situations, members are likely to work together as a group rather than rely on a single member, even if he or she is an expert.
METHOD
We constructed 22 buying decisions for office products and manufacturing items that are purchased and used by a wide range of organizations across industries. Personal computers, copiers, telephone systems, warehouse vehicles, chemicals, and valves are some examples of products used as the basis of the decision tasks. We chose these and other products to form a pool of decisions that buying centers in a variety of f m s would be able to evaluate. Each product was described in terms of price, quality, delivery, and service-maintenance because those attributes are most often critical across a range of industrial products (Lilien and Wong 1984) . Figure 2 is an example of the buying decision for valves.
Participants
Participants were members of buying centers in organizations. To recruit subjects, the fust author met with the purchasing manager to identify people participating in buying processes. The purchasing manager identified three to five products that potential subjects had procured during the past year or were likely to procure during the coming year. The fust author developed questionnaire sets, customized for each set of subjects, based on the relevant products. She then telephoned potential subjects to verify the appropriateness of the relevant products and to arrange a time to meet at the company location.
Participating organizations ranged in size from small local firms (<50 employees) to large multinational corporations. Sampled f m s were taken from the membership of Penn State's Institute for the Study of Business Markets and from the membership of the National Association of Purchasing Management. In 24 of the 32 sets of subjects (75%), members reported working together as m e buying cente& in making organizational buying decisions in their firms. The remaining eight Figure 2 
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groups were ad hoc: members all reported having had experience with the products evaluated but not in participating with one another in making purchase decisions prior to the study. The members of the ad hoc groups were selected for the study with the understanding that they might work together on buying decisions in the future.
Twenty-four (75%) of the buying centers were threeperson groups and eight were two-person groups. Buying center members were most often from different functional areas of the organization. The naturally occurring buying centers involved people who met face-to-face to discuss supplier choice decisions.
Data Collection and Analysis Procedures
Each buying center worked on an average of 3.25 decisions. For each decision, buying center members first worked individually to award the share-of-business points to the vendor alternative(s) they preferred (phase I, or the individual phase of the data collection). Individuals then rated themselves and other participants on a constant sum scale in terms of their relative importance (i.e., expertise) in each decision. ' Next, buying center members worked together to evaluate the same decisions as a group (phase G , or the group phase of the data collection). They discussed the nine vendor alternatives to reach agreement on which vendors would be eliminated and how share-of-business points would be allocated. The group task yielded nine group preference scores, one for each of the nine vendor alternatives, that could be compared with the nine (estimated) share-of-business scores that each group choice model produced.2
After the group decisions, members of each buying center (collectively) classified the decision on three situational variables: (I) as a rebuy or new task purchase, (2) as a low or high financial commitment purchase, and (3) as low or high in technical uncertainty. All buying centers reached agreement about an appropriate classification with little difficulty. Respondents then completed a 10-item questionnaire designed to assess post hoc reactions to the study, along with open-ended questions about their past buying behavior. Finally, half of 'A constant sum measure of relative expertise was used as an indicator of relative importance because research findings (Kohli 1989) indicate that expenise is a significant dimension of influence in buying center decision making. We refer to the weights in the weighted probability model and autocracy model as corresponding to relative importance to be consistenl with Choffray and Lilien's (1980) original exposition of the models. 'The differences in predicted disuibutions of choice between the majority rule model and the voting model are minimal in our s~d y (see Table 2C and E) because our buying centers tended to be threeperson rather than larger groups. With three-person groups, there is always a pre-set agreement quota (two members) and the difference between the voting and maioriw rule models is sirnplv in how the -. .
. .
groups resolve lies (voting randomizes tie votes w h e~a s the rnajonty rule rejects tier).
the buying centers completed an alternate form of their fust decision as a reliability and cross-validity check.
To determine the predictive accuracy of each model, we ran seven chi square goodness-of-fi? tests, one for each model, whereby a model's predicted preference score distribution was compared with the group's preference score distribution. If the preference score distribution of a model is close to the group distribution, a small chi square value (<15.5, 8 d.f., p < .05) will result and we can conclude that the model is a relatively good predictor of the group evaluation. We then ranked each model so that the model with the lowest chi square statistic (best fit) was ranked 1 and the model with the highest statistic (worst fit) was ranked 7. We used this ranking information to test o w hypotheses.
Reliability and Validity
To ensure consistency and stability of our data (Churchill 1979; Peter 1979), we conducted reliability, crossvalidity, and ecological validity checks. Using an alternate-form decision, we examined reliability via a 'coefficient of equivalence" (Parker and Srinivasan 1976) to note the correlation between rankings of vendor attributes across administrations. We calculated coefficients of equivalence for individual and group decision evaluations. The average correlation between forms was r = .55 ( p < .01).
Though statisticaUy significant, this result is lower than expected, possibly because the buying center members evaluated the alternate form after having made a group decision in a similar task previously in the data collection session. As the alternate form always corresponded to the fmt decision, some learning about the task may have occurred that introduced error. Given the compkxities of the decision tasks, we believe the levels of the coefficients are reasonable.
In a cross-validity check, a regression-based procedure described by Wind and Spitz (1976) was used to compute preference rankings for vendor alternatives hetween the original and alternate forms and vice versa. The average correlation of rankings over all cmss-validity observations was r = .49 ( p < .05), indicating that the preference ratings of vendors have a reasonable level of stability given the complexity of the decision tasks and the effect of learning during the decision evaluations.
Respondents' reactions to the study showed evidence of ecological validity. For example, mean scores on a 7-point scale ( 1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree) indicate that respondents found the buying decision tasks to be realistic (mean = 5.4, SD = 1.01) and similar to other decisions in which they had been involved (mean = 5.1, S D = 1.3).
FINDINGS
We test the appropriateness of our paradigm by comparing the ranking of the model@) hypothesized to be the best predictor of group choice with that of the model(s) that actually fit best in each cell of the paradigm. Participants' responses about the levels of the situational factors provided the information needed to determine which group choice model should best describe buying center choice according to our contingency model. That evaluation provided the following sample of decisions. The number of observations in cells 3 and 4 is small. Few cases were characterized as modified rebuys with high risk or new task buys with low risk. This finding supports our contention that perceived risk and the buying task are not independent dimensions.
The findings in Table 3 provide support for H,. The contingency paradigm chose the model that best predicted buying center choice in 49% of decision^,^ which is significantly greater thati the proportion of fust-place fit rankings for the best single model across sihlations (Z = 4.4, p < .01). The best models acmss situations are the preference perturbation and majority rule models; each has predictions ranked f m t in fit in 20% of the decisions.
In addition to the fust place rankings, the percentage of observations in the top three fit ranks is highest for the contingency paradigm (82%) versus the best single model (the voting model at 67%). In other words, in 82% of decisions, the model expected by the paradigm to fit the group choice best was ranked in either f~s t , second, or third place. Chi square tests on the frequency distributions of rankings for the contingency paradigm versus each model also indicate significant differences in predictive performance. ' A chi square goodness-of-fit test was used here to note the fit of a madel's predictions to the actual group choice. This test is not the traditional *Pearson-chi souare test because our distribution of expected values is fined rather than estimated (Bishop, Fienberg, and Holland 1975) .
'In cells 2 and 3, any one of four no-quota models is expected to be an accurate predictor of buying center choice; thus, the paradigm has an advantage here over any single model. To tabulate the results for the contingency paradigm in Table 4 , we took the highest ranking of any of the four models in the 43 cases classitied as modified rebuy, moderate risk decisions and in the nine cases classified as modified rebuy, high risk decisions. Findings for Cell-By-Cell Analysis The results of the cell-by-cell analysis support the overall results for the contingency paradigm. In cell 1 the autocracy model is ranked first in fit in 47% of decisions and is in the top three fit ranks in 7670 of decisions. These proportions for the autocracy model, shown in Table 4 , are greater than those for any other model and HP, is supported.
Table 3 GOODNESS-OF-FIT RANKINGS FOR THE CONTINGENCY PARADIGM AND ALL MODELS OF GROUP CHOICE (H,)
In cell 1, the weighted probability model is second in predictive ability (65%) behind the autocracy model (76%) when the top three fit ranks are considered. Possibly the weighted probability model predicts well here because it is related to the autocracy model. Buying center members may give a proportionately greater weight, but not the total weight, to the most impoaant (expert) buying center member in modified rebuy situations of low perceived risk.
In cell 2, two situational combinations of technical uncertainty and financial commitment are grouped together. We neither expected nor found any substantial differences between the predictive abitities of the noquota models in these cells. This finding lends support for our decision to group the combinations of situational factors. The no-quota models of group choice have good fit to the actual buying decisions, as shown in Table 4 . When only the first place rankings are considered, HP2 is supported for the preference perturbation model and voting model. Because the autocracy model has a greater proportion of observations ranked first (19%) than the equiprobability model and more than the weighted probability model, HP, is partially supported for these models.
Additional support for HP2 is found in our less stringent evaluation of the top three fit ranks. All of the noquota models have better predictive ability than other models. The majority mle model is the next best predictor of choice after the no-quota models, with 33% of observations in the top three fit ranks. The voting model, rather than the majority rule model, may have predicted choice better in this cell because of the equiprobability tie-breaking scheme.
Though the autocracy mode1 has a better fit than the equiprobability model and weighted probability models in the fust place rankings, the autocracy model does not do well when we review the top three ranks. Only 26% of decisions are ranked from 1 to 3 in fit for the autocracy model whereas 72% of decisions are ranked from 5 to 7. The majority rule and unanimity models were not expected to predict choice accurately in these cells and they did not, as shown in Table 4 . Hence, the no-quota models are generally better predictors of buying center choice than alternative models and we find partial support for HP,.
HP, is supported for the equiprobability model and partially for the other no-quota models. In modified rebuy situations with high perceived risk, the equiprobability model has the greatest proportion of first-place predictions (44%) and the other no-quota models have 11% of decisions ranked as fmt in fit; these models are tied with the majority mle and autocracy models. When the top three fit ranks are considered, the no-quota models have better predictive ability. The equiprobability model has 88% of decisions in the top three fit ranks followed by the voting model (77%), weighted probability model (66%). and preference perturbation model (22%). The autocracy model also has 22% of decisions ranked in the top three fit ranks.
Results in cell 4 do not lend themselves to a formal hypothesis test because of the small sample of obser- vations. The equiprobability model is the best predictor for two of the observations and the majority rule model is the best predictor for the third. A lack of complete support for HP, and HP, is not particularly detrimental to our test of the contingency paradigm. The small sizes of cells 3 and 4 afford additional evidence that the buying task and perceived risk are not completely independent dimensions of organizational buying. One can infer that these particular situations are not likely to occur often in practice and it may not be worthwhile to focus substantial research attention on such cases.
HP, is partially supported. No substantial differences
were expected or found in the predictive ability of the majority rule model in the two technical uucertainty/financial commitment situations included in cell 5. The majority ~l e model has the highest proportion of firstplace fit rankings in comparison with the other models. The best alternate model in first-place rankings is the voting model, which is not surprising because the majority and voting models generate similar predictions for small groups. The difference between these two models is in the secondary scheme used to handle ties (equiprobability rule for the voting model and a "no ties get business" for the majority model). HP5 is partially supported by consideration of the top three fit ranks; the voting modet has more decisions ranked from 1 to 3 in this cell than the majority rule model (79% vs. 70%).
HP, is not supported, as shown in Table 4 . The majority rule model has 31% of decisions ranked first in fit in this cell and the equiprobability model has 23% versus 15% each for the unanimity model, autocracy model, and voting model. When the top three fit ranks are considered, the voting model and majority rule model have 53% and 46% of decisions, respectively, in the top three fit mnks in comparison with 39% for the unanimity model. We tested the robustness of the results to size of organizations and naturally occurring versus ad hoc groups. In all cases, the results were consistent with those just described (details are available from the authors).
Finally, we examined a "posterior paradigm" based on our findings in Table 4 . This data-driven paradigm has slightly better predictive accuracy than our prior paradigm when the fmt-place and top-three-ranks criteria are applied. By the first-place criterion, our posterior paradigm has the equiprobability model in cell 4 and the majority model in cell 6 (models in other cells remain the same). The model hypothesized to be the best predictor of group choice is ranked fmt in fit in 58% of decisions, in comparison with 49% for our prior paradigm (see Table 3 ). When the top three ranks are considered, the posterior paradigm places the voting model in cells 4, 5, and 6. The model hypothesized to be the best predictor of group choice is ranked either fist, second, or thiid in fit in 88% of decisions, which is slightly better than the percentage for the prior paradigm (82%).
DISCUSSION
Our findings indicate that a contingency approach is generally appropriate in studying buying center choice. For example, no single m&l predicted choice best across situations, and buying center choice processes seem dependent on the situation (as defined by the buying task and perceived risk). Consistent with the findings of Patton, Puto, and King (1986) . individual decision making is likely to occur in-organizational buying when the tasE is a modified rebuy and perceived risk is low. Modified =buys of higher risk and new Wks seem to require group interaction. This finding supports conclusions of Spekman and Stem (1979, p. 60) . who maintain "the greater the uncertainty and the concomitant need for greater information, the more likely it is that . . . joint participation in decision making will be emphasized."
The weighted probability model, frequently cited in marketing studies of group choice, does not seem to be an appropriate model for predicting group choice according to our findings. In cells 2 and 3, where we hypothesize that this model would be a good predictor of choice, it does not perform well by the first-in-fit criterion. The weighted probability model has relatively better predictive ability for the top three fit ranks in cells 2 and 3. One reason for the poor predictive accuracy may be the weighting component of the model form. Our use of a single construct, expertise, to represent influence in the buying decision may not have provided a complete test of the weighted probability model. Corfman and Lehmann (1987), Steckel, Lehmann, and Corfman (1988) , and Kohli (1989) provide evidence that influence may be a function of several variables, not just expertise.
The good predictive performance of the equiprobability model in modified rebuy situations of relatively high risk may be due to the "participative" nature of that model. It is possible that in modified rebuys of relatively high risk, group members all want to have a voice in the decision.
The voting model appears to be qulte robust; it predicts choice well in modified rebuy situations (as hypothesized) and in new task situations (not hypothesized). Because the differences between the voting and majority rule models are minl-nal in three-person groups, those models have similar predictive abzlity in the new task cells of the paradigm.
Our results for the majority ~l e model may seem inconsistent with those of the social psychology literature. This difference may be due to our use of small, two-to three-person gmups. Small groups allow only a plurality form of majority rule rather than more complex majority forms that may emerge in tests with large groups.
The unanimity model may not have predicted buying center choice well in our study because of its characterization as a "total agreement" decision rule. That type of decision scheme may not reflect buying center behavior in many organizations in the United States, but it may apply in other cultures. Our results support Choffray and Lilien's (1980) contention that the unanimity model may reflect a 'management by consensus* process practiced by Japanese organizations. The unanimity model may have predicted poorly because it is d i i c u l t to induce 'real world," high risk conditions for subjects participating in buying center experiments. In addition, the predictive ability of the majority rule model could have been similarly affected in the higher risk, new task cells.
Note, however, that we do register use of an agreement quota in new task, high risk situations. For example, in cell 6, the majority rule model is the best predictor of choice in terms of the first-place rankings and is second in predictive accuracy behind the voting model when the top three ranks are considered. Thus, group choice in high risk, new task situations seems to involve risk spreading in the form of partial, but not total, agreement among buying center members.
The lack of independence between the buying task and perceived risk may account for our findings in the new task cells of the paradigm. In new task situations, the buying center is unfamiliar with the decision; hence, use of a majority rule model forces the spreading of decision responsibility among buying center members. It follows that in modified rebuy situations, buying center members are somewhat more familiar with the decision and feel less need to spread the decision responsibility among themselves through use of a pre-set agreement quota. The no-quota models do allow for responsibility spreading but may achieve it to a lesser degree because no specific agreement quota must be met.
CONCLUSION
The buying task and perceived risk situational factors affect the types of choice schemes used by buying tenters making group decisions. Our findings provide empirical support for inclusion of these two situational factors in global models of organizational buying (Robinson, Faris, and Wind 1967; Sheth 1973; Webster and Wind 1972) . Paradigms proposed in fume research should incorporate other contingent factors that may improve predictive ability beyond the levels achieved here.
Limitations and Future Research
Our research has several limitations. We use one construct, expertise. to represent relative influence. Possibly other factors may lead to possession of dominant influence (e.g., formal authority, resource control, referent power, access to information, etc.). In future studies, subjects should be asked for their perceptions of relative influence both before and after group decision tasks; or, constructs identified as determinants of influence should be measured so that influence can be modeled.
The selection of the autocrat for the autocracy model was based on the importance (expertise) weights as specified by Choffray and Lilien (1980) . Possibly selection of an autocrat is based on different factors. An alternate approach would be to ask buying center members, "Who would be most likely to be given responsibility for the decision if it must be made by only one person?"
A hue group decision is a dynamic process, which we model by using static preference data. The models studied here, in their current form, are static and do not incorporate change. This limitation is problematic for all of the models and the unanimity model in particular. In a true group choice setting, prediscussion preferences of group members may differ, but may be resolved after a group discussion that leads to a unanimous choice.
Our use of small buying centers minimizes the differences between the voting and majority rule models to the differences between their secondary decision schemes. In future studies, larger buying centers should be examined to discriminate between the predictive abilities of those models.
Future research might incorporate 'decision quality" to learn whether the choice models that are predicted and supported in our paradigm yield the best solutions. Decision-making processes from other nations (e.g., Japan) should be examined to note any cultural differences that might affect group choice. We tested the models and paradigm within the context of modified rebuy and new task decisions. The autocracy model, a good predictor of choice in low risk, modified rebuy situations, might also be accurate in straight rebuy decisions because they also tend to be characterized by low levels of risk. Straight rebuys should be included for testing in future research. Finally, the structure and operationalization of the contingency paradigm here is a first step and should be refined through further empirical and theoretical studies.
Implications for Theory and Practice
Our results provide general empirical support for some aspects of organizational buying theory. In particular, our results support Sheth's (1973) model of situational influences on buying decisions and show that Choffray and Lilien's (1980) models of group choice are useful tools. By partially integrating those two theories, we have attempted to provide insight about group choice as it occurs within the buying center.
The contingency paradigm can be used, in a general sense, by purchasing managers. By determining the nature of the situation, they can place a buying decision in a cell of the paradigm to determine the group choice model likely to be used. Purchasing managers and others involved in buying centers may be able to gain nonnative insight about the types of decision rules that are most often used to make supplier choice decisions. Until we know more about the quality of such decisions, though, we cannot offer more specific recommendations for purchasing shategy. Marketers can improve selling strategies if they understand how the buying center responds to the vendor selection task. For example, a group decision process that reflects the majority rule model is likely to require marketers to gain the support of more persons in the buying center than would be needed for other decision processes. Weitz (1981) notes that universal propositions about selling effectiveness often are not enough to explain sales behavior. He calls for the investigation of "more complex propositions in which circumstances of the sales situation moderate the relationship between the salesperson behavior and effectiveness" (p. 100). Though our research examines the other side of the phenomenon (buying center behavior), Weitz's contention is important and relevant to buying center research. By examining the effects of situational factors on buying center choice processes, our results provide a step toward developing the more complex propositions that may improve our understanding of how buying centers make purchase decisions.
APPENDIX ANALYTIC STRUCTURE OF MODELS OF GROUP INTERACTION -
In the weighted probability model, the assumption is that the group, as a whole, is likely to adopt a given alternative, say a, in the choice set A, proportionally to the relative importance to the members who choose it. Let Pda,; A) = probability that the group chooses a,, j = 1, . . . , k alternatives, and w, = relative importance, on the average, of decision participant i , i = 1 , . . . , r in the choice process.
Hence:
Then the weighted probability model postulates that (Al) P c ( a , ; A ) = x w , P , ( a , ; A ) , j = l , ..., k.
l i t
The equiprobability model takes form Al with w, = 1 / r for all i.
The voting model states that the probability that the group will choose alternative a, is equal to the probability that a, is selected by the largest number of decision participants. Let where a preference ordering means, e.g., a, & a? S a, and %-means "is preferred to," A, = set of preference orderings across decision participants = { e l , , 02,, . . .. B,} where w, = 1, . . . , k! for i = 1, . . ., r a n d , hence, p = 1, ..., rk!; Q(a,lk,) = 'pemrbation" associated with the set of preference orderings A, ; i.e., the sum of the number of preference shifts that are required to make option a, the first choice of all decision participants.
To see how Q evolves, consider a two-person, threeproduct decision, with A, = (8, , , , , 8,,,J = 1% *a, * a~; a2 * oo * all.
Here Q(a,lh,) = 1, Q(a,lA,) = 3, and Q(a,lA,) = 2 (i.e., a, must move from second to first choice for participant 2 to give Q(a,jA,) = 1; a , must move from second to fist for participant 1 and move from third to f i s t for participant 2 for Q(a,lh,) = 3, and so on).
Assuming that individual preference distributions are mutually independent, = n P 1 ( 8~.~, ) , p = 1 ,..., rk!,
where the {i, w,} are suitably mapped to the appropriate p. The model postulates that the ratio of probability of group choice equals the ratio of needed preference perturbation to achieve fust preference within tbe group:
Moreover, if Q(a,/A,) = 0, then PG(a,IA,) = 1 and P,(a,lA,) = 0 for j it e (this is a case of unanimous f i s t preference).
As the total number of possible preference shifts is fixed, these conditional probabilities are uniquely determined. Hence,the unconditional probabilities of group choice are given by The majority rule model is a special case of the voting model when a quota (say 50% or more) of the gmup is required to agree for an alternative to be chosen. Formally, we have where i* is the index representing that individual for whom w, = max,(w,).
